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The Drill That Will Not Clog
With Closed Side Delivery

i ii
Easy

On the Horses
11

While
Doing Perfect Work

MORE BUSHELS TO THE ACRE
If you seed with a Van Brunt Drill that will effectively seed 
any soil that can be seeded. Made in sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20,
22 and 24. We replace free all disc bearings that wear out.

The Light Draft Van Brunt Drill will help you to in
crease your yield per acre. Every grain is covered. The 
seed is deposited near the centre of the disc at the point 
where the furrow is wide open—not outside the disc circle, 
after the furrow is closed, as is found on other drills. The 
seed is not touched or distributed by the upward turn of the 
discs, but is planted at a uniform depth. Every kernel 
counts. The Van Brunt deposits and covers them all at an 
even depth.

The Light Draft Van Brunt Drill has an adjustable 
force feed device, which compels accurate seeding. Every 
feed deposits the sam quantity in a continuous, even stream.
It does not deposit a bunch of seed in one place and then 
skip a certain distance. Equipped with gear drive makes it 
positive and accurate, and it can be regulated without 
changing gears to sow any quantity from a few pounds per 
acre to the required number of bushels per acre. This i> an 
exclusive Van Brunt feature; you will not find it on am 
other drill.

The van brunt Press Drill
Made in 14-16 and 18 sizes 
with 7-in. feed, equipped with 
single, double Discs or Shoes
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The purpose of this machine is to 
pack the soil firmly around the seed, 
after it has been deposited at an 
even depth. Where this in required 
to lie done, the Van Brunt Low 
Down Press Drill is the ideal drill 
for this purpose.

The equipment of this drill is com
plete for wear and service. It is 
light draft and well balanced, with 
reliable force feed, dust proof disc 
hearings, automatic device throws 
the drill in and out of gear. Seat 
can lie adjusted to suit operator.

Get quality and service John Deere dealers give both

John Deere Plow Company, Limited
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